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On Wilhelm Reich And Orgonomy
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 23. Chapters: Space Ritual, Wilhelm Reich, Orgone, Energy, Orson Bean,
Eugene Mallove, American College of Orgonomy, Myron Sharaf, Cloudbuster, Me and the Orgone, The Secret Life of Plants, Andrew Kahn, Orgonon, Neo-Reichian massage. Excerpt: Wilhelm Reich (March
24, 1897 - November 3, 1957) was an Austrian-American psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, known as one of the most radical figures in the history of psychiatry. He was the author of several notable books,
including The Mass Psychology of Fascism and Character Analysis, both published in 1933. Reich worked with Sigmund Freud in the 1920s and was a respected analyst for much of his life, focusing on
character structure rather than on individual neurotic symptoms. He tried to reconcile Marxism and psychoanalysis, arguing that neurosis is rooted in the physical, sexual, economic, and social conditions of
the patient, and promoted adolescent sexuality, the availability of contraceptives, abortion, and divorce, and the importance for women of economic independence. His work influenced a generation of
intellectuals, including Saul Bellow, William S. Burroughs, Paul Edwards, Norman Mailer, A. S. Neill, and Robert Anton Wilson, and shaped innovations such as Fritz Perls's Gestalt therapy, Alexander
Lowen's bioenergetic analysis, and Arthur Janov's primal therapy. Later in life he became a controversial figure who was both adored and condemned. He began to violate some of the key taboos of
psychoanalysis, using touch during sessions, and treating patients in their underwear to improve their "orgastic potency." He said he had discovered a primordial cosmic energy, which he said others called
God and that he called "orgone." He built orgone energy accumulators that his patients sat inside to harness the reputed health benefits, leading to newspaper stories about sex boxes that cured...
One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year A Boston Globe Best Nonfiction Book of 2011 Well before the 1960s, a sexual revolution was under way in America, led by expatriated European thinkers who
saw a vast country ripe for liberation. In Adventures in the Orgasmatron, Christopher Turner tells the revolution's story—an illuminating, thrilling, often bizarre story of sex and science, ecstasy and repression.
Central to the narrative is the orgone box—a tall, slender construction of wood, metal, and steel wool. A person who sat in the box, it was thought, could elevate his or her "orgastic potential." The box was the
invention of Wilhelm Reich, an outrider psychoanalyst who faced a federal ban on the orgone box, an FBI investigation, a fraught encounter with Einstein, and bouts of paranoia. In Turner's vivid account,
Reich's efforts anticipated those of Alfred Kinsey, Herbert Marcuse, and other prominent thinkers—efforts that brought about a transformation of Western views of sexuality in ways even the thinkers
themselves could not have imagined.
The fourth of the Austrian-American psychoanalyst's autobiographical writings, taken from his diaries, letters and notebooks, describe his experiments with “orgone energy” and catalog his personal hopes
and dreams as well as joys and sorrows. 10,000 first printing.
2019 Reprint of 1949 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition software. Originally published in the Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 2, 1949. In Ether, God
and Devil, Reich describes his process of thinking--which he called orgonomic functionalism--and shows how the inner logic of this objective thought technique led him to the discovery of the cosmic orgone
energy. According to Reich, "The cosmic orgone energy was discovered as a result of the consistent application of the functional technique of thinking. It was these methodical, rigidly-controlled thought
processes that led from one fact to another, weaving--across a span of about twenty-five years--seemingly disparate facts into a unified picture of the function of nature; a picture which is submitted to the
verdict of the world as the still unfinished doctrinal framework of Orgonomy." Wilhelm Reich, (from Chapter One of Ether, God and Devil)
Translated by Derek and Inge Jordan In Children of the Future, Wilhelm Reich shows how disastrous the exclusion of genitality is to the young and its important influence on their development. In his 1932
work The Sexual Rights of Youth, published here in its revised form, Reich speaks in terms of what he sees as the real meaning of the sexual enlightenment of youth: it is not the mystery and dangers of
procreation, but the essential nature of sexuality and the right of youth to genital gratification. Reich presents a new way of seeing the parental compulsion to teach. In other chapters, Reich examines
attitudes toward infantile masturbation, the source of the human no, and special disturbances of the young. Reichs work is substantiated by his concrete observations and experiences with children, including
case studies from the Orgonomic Infant Research Center.
In this classic study, Reich repudiates the concept that fascism is the ideology or action of a single individual or nationality, or of any ethnic or political group. Instead he sees fascism as the expression of the
irrational character structure of the average human being whose whose primary biological needs and impulses have been suppressed for thousands of years.
In the 1940s, Dr. Wilhelm Reich claimed discovery of a new form of energy. Declaring "the orgone energy does not exist," U.S. courts ordered all books on the orgone subject to be banned. Reich was thrown
into prison, where he died. Dr. DeMeo examines Reich's evidence and reports on his own observations and laboratory experiments, which confirm the reality of the orgone phenomenon.
A compendium of 30 different research articles, by an international group of 18 different scientists and scholars, validating and expanding upon the subject of Wilhelm Reich's amazing discoveries and related
concepts. The fifth issue of the ongoing series, Pulse of the Planet, presents new research in the fields of biogenesis and experimental orgone biophysics, with insightful essays and research articles on a
truly amazing range of subjects: On natural childbirth, sexuality, archaeological evidence on early human violence, Reich's orgonomic functionalism, exposes on Reich's detractors, Giordano Bruno's work,
protocells and bion-biogenesis research, a fresh look at Dayton Miller's ether-drift discoveries, emotional effects in REG (psychokinesis) experiments, new methods for detection of orgone energy, dowsing
research, orgone energy effects in low-level radiation, cloudbusting experiments in Africa, plant growth stimulation in the orgone accumulator, several papers on the orgone energy motor with a discussion on
the implications of "free energy," plus UFO research, book reviews, and much more, with many striking photos and illustrations.
A Shrinking Disease Due to Chronic Sexual Starvation What is Cancer? Traditionally, medical science has thought of it as an invasive tumor arising spontaneously in an otherwise healthy organism. In
contrast, Wilhelm Reich defines cancer not as a tumor--the tumor is merely a late manifestation of the disease--but a systemic disease due to chronic thwaring of natural sexual functioning. In this radically
different scientific investigation of a process that ends, literally, in the putrefaction of the living body due to chronic suffocatin of the tissues, Reich has arrived at the conclusion that "cancer is the most
significant somatic expression of biophysiological effect of sexual stasis." If this is so, there is a far greater possibility for prevention of cancer than for its treatment. The Cancer Biopathy is Volume II of The
Discovery of the Orgone. Volume I is The Function of the Orgasm.
This anthology is not intended to replace any of the works of Wilhelm Reich, but rather to serve as an introduction to them. The chapters include material from The Function of the Orgasm; The Cancer
Biopathy; Character Analysis; Ether, God and Devil; Cosmic Superimposition and The Murder of Christ. In addition the volume reprints many important later articles from various journals.

Research Report and Journal of the Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory. Fourth issue in the Occasional Papers series, "Pulse of the Planet".
Analyzes the character, impact and significance of Reich's discoveries in psychology, sociology, physics and human sexuality
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Wilhelm Reich has been chronically slandered and misrepresented in the popular media, and in "scientific" circles, beyond all rationality. His controversial research findings have
been replicated by other scholars and scientists, but the entire subject of his work has been a serious Taboo for decades. Natural Scientist DeMeo corrects the record.
Here is an authoritative introduction to Wilhelm Reich's science of life energy, or orgonomy. Ola Raknes covers every aspect of this controversial subject, explaining among much
else the liberation of sexual energy, the nature of functional thinking, mind-body functional identity, the four-beat orgasm formula, and the bearing of life energy on religion,
education, medicine and psychology. In addition, his own reminiscences provide an unexpected personal dimension. At the time of Reich's death in a federal penitentiary,
Raknes was one of the few men still loyal to him and one of the few to enjoy his full confidence. Because Raknes worked so closely with Reich and later followed every
development of orgonomic research, Wilhlem Reich and Orgonomy fills an important place both in the context of Reich's own writings and in current studies of life energy.
The Bion Experiments, published in a limited German edition in 1938 and now available in English for the first time, represents a cornerstone in Reich's scientific development.
The work documents a series of experiments conducted in Oslo in 1936-37 in which Reich applied the formula of tension?charge?discharge?relaxation, derived from his research
on the function of the orgasm, to the microscopic biological world, thereby opening a route to an understanding of the origin of life. This work is divided into two parts: the first, a
detailed report on the experiments; the second, Reich's conclusions and an exposition of his research method. The Bion Experiments provides a unique insight into Reich's
scientific method, and makes available the experimental material essential to understanding his later work with cancer and orgone biophysics.
These companion volumes, long out of print, are now presented together for the first time so that the reader may better grasp their essential unity. In Ether, God and Devil,
Wilhelm Reich describes the process of functional thinking and reveals how the inner logic of this objective thought technique led him to the discovery of cosmic orgone energy.
In Cosmic Superimposition, Reich steps beyond the character structure of man to an understanding of how man is rooted in nature. The super-imposition of two orgone-energy
systems which is demonstrable in the genital embrace is revealed as a common functioning principal that exists in all of nature. Concluding this work, Reich returns to the human
sphere "to ponder about the greatest riddle of all: the ability of man to think, and by mere thinking to know what nature is and how it works."
This compendium on Wilhelm Reich and his Orgonomic Science contains around 20 different scientific and historical articles and reports by different authors, and stands as an
excellent reference and update for those with an interest in the subject. Edited by James DeMeo, PhD, Director of the Orgone Biophysical Research Lab in Ashland, Oregon, "On
Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy" contains the following major articles: * Wilhelm Reich in Denmark, by Ellen Siersted. * The Jailing of a Great Scientist, by Lois Wyvell. *
Eyewitness Report on the FDA burning of Wilhelm Reich's books, by Victor Sobey. * Why is Reich Never Mentioned? by R.D. Laing. * The Biophysical Discoveries of Wilhelm
Reich, by James DeMeo. * Electron Microscope Photos of Bions from Iron Dust, by Stephen Shanahan. * Three Mile Island Revisited, by Mitzuru Katagiri and Aileen Smith. *
OROP Israel 1991-1992: A Cloudbusting Experiment..., by James DeMeo. * HIV is Not the Cause of AIDS, by James DeMeo. * Anti-Constitutional Activities and Abuse of Police
Power by the FDA and Other Government Agencies, by James DeMeo. * Summerhill at 70, by Matthew Appleton. * The Beauty of Children: Through a Child's Eyes, by Deborah
Carrino. * Modern Medical-Genetic Quackery. * Weather Anomalies and Nuclear Testing. Plus short notes and reports on Science, Nuclear Energy, Environment, Sexuality,
Health and Biology. Originally published in 1993 as the Number 4 issue of the periodical "Pulse of the Planet," this work was one of several Occasional Reports from the Orgone
Biophysical Research Lab. This new high-quality reprint edition under a book title carries most all of the original content, with updated contact information.
In 1957, Dr. Wilhelm Reich was hounded to death by the U.S. government for his discoveries. In 1959, Jerome Eden, a leading authority on Reich's work, was dismissed as an
educator for his attempts to teach according to Reich's principles. Eden remained undaunted, publishing four books that focused attention on Reich's vital work: "Orgone Energy:
The Answer to Atomic Suicide," "Planet in Trouble," "Animal Magnetism and the Life Energy," and "Scavengers From Space." Now, in "The View From Eden," the author again
strives to focus on Reich's discoveries and how they can benefit the human race. Like Reich before him, Eden seeks to counter many of the world's new technological evils,
through the fostering of rational, natural, life-enhancing ideas. "The View From Eden" is thus another valuable contribution to the understanding of the nature of reality, as
revealed by Dr. Reich and the author. Jerome Eden was born in New York City in 1925, and received degrees from New York University and Columbia University Teachers
College. He has been an English teacher, a magazine writer and editor, and an administrator for the state of Idaho. He served as a hospital corpsman in the U.S. Navy in both
WWII and Korea.
A scientific overview of Wilhelm Reich's discovery of the atmospheric orgone or life-energy, and applications of Cosmic Orgone Engineering, or "cloudbusting" as it is more
popularly known. Covers Reich's experiments, and those of his associates, with sections devoted to more recent CORE research by: Richard Blasband, Jerome Eden, and
James DeMeo, among others. Presents experiments for drought-abatement and greening of deserts in the USA, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, all with positive results
supportive of Reich's original claims. Comprehensive with numerous photos, diagrams, graphs and full citation-lists. Translated from the original Italian, with a Foreword by
James DeMeo.
THE SCIENCE OF ORGONOMY, Revised Edition, 2012, is a collection of essays on Wilhelm Reich; there are two essays in English language, entitled 'Reich's Greatest
Discoveries' and 'Orgonomy and Schizophrenia' and one essay in German language entitled 'Wilhelm Reich und Orgonomie'. The author understands his engagement for Reich
as a contribution to the rehabilitation of one of the greatest, but also one of the most misunderstood, scientists of the 20th century. Reich's Greatest Discoveries is a science
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essay about Wilhelm Reich's unique orgone research, a new branch of science that at present gains importance because it has shown us ways out of the ecological impasse.
Despite the outstanding discoveries that Wilhelm Reich made and the methodological soundness of the new science he founded and that he termed orgonomy, Western science
until very recently denied the energy principle, while now, the dynamic-functional, holistic, ethereal and patterned nature of the universe is beginning to be recognized. Wilhelm
Reich, as early as in 1945, achieved complete healing of a female schizophrenic patient using bioenergetic or, as Reich termed it, orgonotic treatment. Reich described the
treatment in a case report entitled 'The Schizophrenic Split' that was never published and that I ordered from the Wilhelm Reich Museum in Rangeley, Maine. Many a reader, and
certainly mental health professionals, know about the ground-breaking work of Ronald David Laing and other members of the movement of antipsychiatry regarding the
alternative treatment of schizophrenia. However, small is the number of individuals who have noticed that Wilhelm Reich's research and mental health treatment approach by far
preceded those much more well-known and acclaimed methods. In fact, Reich achieved remarkable results with simply redirecting the patient's orgonotic energy flow. Reich's
schizophrenia treatment seems revolutionary; however only in the eyes of Western torture psychiatry. For those who, like me, have had a deeper look into Chinese medicine,
acupuncture and the energetic principles of Feng Shui, Reich's holistic science approach and his cancer biopathy appear logical, systemically sound and effective.
Reich's classic work on the development and treatment of human character disorders, first published in 1933. As a young clinician in the 1920s, Wihelm Reich expanded psychoanalytic resistance into the
more inclusive technique of character analysis, in which the sum total of typical character attitudes developed by an individual as a blocking against emotional excitations became the object of treatment.
These encrusted attitudes functioned as an "armor," which Reich later found to exist simultaneously in chronic muscular spasms. Thus mind and body came together and character analysis opened the way to
a biophysical approach to disease and the prevention of it.
This is a simple tech I made from my own research, which eventually became a book due to popular demand. There was no good Orgonite tech on the market, so I just made one. I made it for my friends, and
for the Only Results Count forum as I believe carefully constructed Orgonite should hit mass production for world betterment. I am a (much too) psychic Christian, and had great fun finding the perfect number
of layers, crystals, and and ingredients which you can follow in my simple recipe. Enjoy good health!You will find all you need from my own research, and collaboration with the certified Nr.1 constructors of
Orgonite with special thanks to Harry Rhodes at Only Results Count, and Sensei at warriormatrix.com forums.I will detail both metal powder, and shavings Orgonite and every mistake you can make. Believe
me, there are a LOT of them.And remember to gift my superior Orgonite to the sick and elderly!!!I hope this is not the end to Orgonite research, and that someone comes after me, and takes Reichian
technology much, much further, but as for now, this is the ultimate tech for beginners to advanced Orgonite constructors.So you hold the latest of 80 years of Reichian science in your hands...Does not include
Mike Emery`s Bubble Tech.
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